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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

S

ince its inception in 2017, initial efforts for the
Jakes Gerwel Fellowship were focused on the
marketing and awareness of this new initiative as
well as a robust selection process to select the inaugural cohort of Candidate Fellows. In addition,
much effort was given to the selection and training
of a core staffing team who supervised the growth
and scaling of efforts in 2018.
In contrast, 2018 saw the focus shift to the
Programmatic component of the Fellowship while
much attention was given to the Organisational and
Governance aspects of Jakes Gerwel Fellowship.
This annual review seeks to document the progress made in these areas within the Selection,
Programmatic, Organisational and Financial areas
of Jakes Gerwel Fellowship.
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2018 MARKED:
• The very first full programmatic
year of the Fellowship
• The incorporation of our not for
profit status
• The constitution of our Board of
Directors
• Confirmation of an additional
5-year funding commitment
from Allan Gray Orbis Foundation
Endowment until the year 2023
• The completion of a full year
monitoring and evaluation report
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2. VISION, MISSION AND VALUES

T

he heart of what Jakes Gerwel Fellowship (JGF) does is to nurture disruptive, high impact,
expert teachers. The local education system is in crisis and the solution lies in improving
our schools. We firmly believe that teachers are the unit of change in this equation. This
is supported by a strong global research consensus and is echoed by Andreas Schleicher,
Director for Education and Skills at the OECD who states that “The quality of a system cannot
exceed the quality of its teachers.” South Africa faces a double challenge. Not only does our
education system need to redress past inequalities, but it also needs to prepare learners for
the demands of the 21st century. While the JGF does not offer an immediate solution, it offers
2054 solutions1 for the future.

Mission

Vision

T

A

hrough an aspirational Educational Fellowship
pipeline that focuses on academic, leadership and teaching excellence, the JGF empowers
passionate teachers with the subject matter expertise and pedagogical content knowledge to
become expert teachers, while effective communities of practice amplify their educational leadership ability to mobilise broader systemic change.

s expert teachers, educational leaders and social
entrepreneurs, Jakes Gerwel
Fellows are at the forefront of
solving the most pressing educational challenges and in so
doing influence every school in
South Africa.

Organisational Values
1. We believe in the transformative impact of expert teachers.
2. We anticipate where the puck is going.*
3. We work on the edge of the inside.**
4. We collaborate to amplify impact
5. We embrace complexity to achieve simplicity.
6. We are thrifty and discerning in the allocation of our resources.

2054
SOLUTIONS FOR
THE FUTURE

7. We consciously create a flourishing work environment.
* The concept of ‘anticipating where the puck is going’ is based on a quote from Wayne
Gretzky, a former Canadian ice-hockey professional, who ascribed his success as skating to
“where the puck is going to be, not where it has been.” This value speaks to a future orientation that attempts to anticipate new trends in the educational space and a commitment
to addressing those future needs.
** Working on the ‘edge of the inside’ refers to what may also be called ‘radical traditionalist’. This value orientates us towards working within the current system to create change;
it values understanding present structures and rules, so that we can move on to breaking
them in the pursuit of creating innovative solution to challenging problems.
1 JGF Steady State Report 2018: Anticipated peak community size of Jakes Gerwel Fellowship graduates in the year 2065
factoring in Fellowship Programme attrition
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3. SELECTION
Selection Design

A

fter significant investment in the 2017 design of our selection process, the focus in 2018
was on iterative improvements to various aspects of the process. Guided by Vitatalent
Consultants, the online application form was updated to ensure easier preparation of data
and streamlined calculations of the talent index score1. In addition, changes allowed for a
1st year university application stream and minor adjustments to the algorithm to strengthen
validity. Some improvements were also made to the interview process to ensure more accurate scoring of the divergent thinking exercise. Finally, the training of assessors for selection
camp was overhauled, including developing high-quality training videos. ERA highlighted the
need to strengthen this training even further as the capacity of the assessor team presents
one of the greatest overall risks to the validity of our selection process.

2018
2017

1 Talent Index Score: Final weighted average across the entire Candidate Fellow selection process. This index incorporates the
dimensions of Potential (both Short and Long Term), Leadership, Motivational Fit, Personal Attributes and Competencies as
well as Achievement Orientation
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The success profile of the ideal Jakes Gerwel Fellow is strongly orientated around the
Competency Framework which identifies the observable behaviours of successful performers clearly specifying both what they do, and how they do it.
The Competency Framework forms the basis of our selection process and the Fellowship
Programme. It comprises of 8 key areas that have been mapped to the key professional pathways expected from Jakes Gerwel Fellows2. This cutting-edge Selection Design methodology
reflects the long term, high impact pipeline philosophy and its essential role in assisting to
select the right individuals who have a high alignment to future impact.

Nomination Campaign

A

major focus of the 2018 Selection Campaign was to double the number of nominations
received from teachers. This approach also held the benefit of:

• Providing JGF with direct contact with nominating teachers that would allow us to provide
feedback regarding the success of nominees to these individuals
• Strengthen JGF’s relationship with a growing network of schools and organisations
aligned to our core goals. It also gave JGF an important contact person for future
campaigns.
A calling campaign ran alongside the nomination campaign. Nominators who successfully
nominated Candidate Fellows received a monetary reward in recognition of their effort to
identifying high quality applicants. Nominations accounted for 57% of attendees at Selection
Camp and 55% of the final cohort from the Grade 12 stream, highlighting the importance of
this approach.
Table 1: Selection Campaign (2017 vs 2018 Comparison)
Selection Stage
School Visits
Total Pupils Reached
Total Nominations
Complete Applications
Total Interviews
Total Camp Candidates
Total Offerees
Total Candidate Fellows

2017

2018

Grade 12

Grade 12

1 Year

Combined

35
4026
181
240
93
44
20

31
5038
361
344
121
69
32

1
35
NA
39
22
11
5

32
5073
361
383
143
80
37

17

20

5

25

st

Nominations
accounted for

57%

of attendees at
Selection Camp

2 Jakes Gerwel Fellows: This term refers to beneficiaries who have completed the Fellowship Programme alongside their
undergraduate degree and PGCE or a Bachelor of Education. Until these two conditions have been met, beneficiaries are
referred to as Candidate Fellows.
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Social Media Campaign

I

n follow up to our Brand Strategy work, a social media agency was contracted to increase
traffic to our website through a social media campaign that focussed on a Facebook page
while also establishing a LinkedIn and Instagram account for the first time.
These campaigns delivered limited success and the intention is to bring this competency inhouse in 2019 through the appointment of a Social Media Intern.

World Knowledge Olympiad

T

he World Knowledge Olympiad (WKO) is a top 10 national Olympiad in its 27th year of
existence in South Africa. In scoping high potential applicant networks from Allan Gray
Orbis Foundation’s selection data, it was noted that while only 10% of Grade 12 applicants
in 2015 and 2016, had participated in the WKO, this number increased to 30% at the point
of confirming selected Candidate Fellows. While the WKO is not linked to a specific school
subject, there is a sense that participating learners have a strong disposition towards curiosity, personal initiative and self-directed learning – key attributes that our Selection Process
9

values. Due to their advancing age, the
founders of the WKO had thoughts of discontinuing the Olympiad in 2018 and JGF
saw this as an opportunity to purchase a
respected national database from which
to gain access to the 20 000 annual participants across 500 schools. This transaction
was confirmed in February and the 2018
WKO was run by JGF for the first time. All
high school participants received marketing material from the Fellowship and the
contact teachers formed a strong part of
the Nomination Campaign. Financial sponsorship from Takealot meant that not only
did schools receive free couriering services
for their school’s Olympiad packs but that
the WKO was run at a breakeven point in
its first JGF year. Tracking processes will be
put in place to measure the impact of this
initiative on the application pipeline.

National Advertising

T

o test the impact of non-traditional marketing avenues, a quarter-page advert
was placed in a weekly education section
of the Daily Sun. Their circulation is the
highest of any national newspaper and has
a daily viewership of over 3 million readers.
Daily Sun also afforded us the chance to
write up to two editorials in support of our
Fellowship offering. Analysis of application data indicated that only 1,6% of applicants came through this stream, delivering
a poor return on investment and we are
unlikely to repeat this marketing option in
2019.

School Visits

W

hile more attention was given to the
nomination campaign in 2018, JGF
managed to visit 31 schools and engage
directly with over 5000 learners. Most of
the school visits took place in Gauteng and
Cape Town. The intention was to extend
10

school visits to include KZN, East London,
Grahamstown and Limpopo, but capacity constraints meant that this plan was
delayed and will form part of the 2019
campaign.

1st-Year Intake Pilot Project

G

iven the facts that our 1st year cohort
was skewed 6:11 UCT:UP and that only
17 of the 20 fellowships offered were accepted, we ran a pilot project for a 1st year
university intake stream focused mainly
at UCT students. Advertising through the
Careers Service portal and a campus presentation to students resulted in 39 quality
applications. After Selection Camp, five
excellent candidates were made offers
and all accepted. This highly successful
pilot will be rolled out in 2019 to include a
greater number of 1st year students at this
intake point. 2019 will also include a much
stronger marketing focus at UP.

Selection Camp

T

he annual selection cycle reached its
zenith at the Selection Camp which was
held again this year at Lebone II College,
the flagship school of excellence of the
Royal Bafokeng Nation. The camp brought
together 80 camp candidates, 26 assessors
and a wide range of speakers and workshop presenters for 3 days of intense challenge, evaluation and inspiration around
the theme of imagining a new future for
South African education. From Marjorie
Brown, a Varkey Top 10 Finalist in the
Global Teacher Prize, to Jonathan Jansen
at his provocative best and virtual-reality
workshops, the camp candidates were immersed in a stimulating experience of challenge and collaboration to develop a new
narrative of powerful opportunities within
the education system and the potential
role they could play.

2019 Cohort

P

ost camp, the Selection Committee spent two days reviewing the extensive data collected
throughout the selection process and confidently made 37 offers to high potential applicants. Based on past experience of candidates receiving competing scholarship offers, this
number was higher than the expected final cohort for 2019. Self-reported household income
brackets also indicated that up to 60% of the cohort would qualify for full NSFAS funding.

Graphic 3: Demographic and Gender Breakdown of the 2019 Candidate Fellows

Black
Coloured
Indian
White
Grand Total
%

Female
10
2
0
2
14
56%

Male
7
2
1
1
11
44%

Total
17
4
1
3
25
100%

%
68%
16%
4%
12%
100%

56%
Female

44%
Male

Of the 37 Selection Camp Candidates who were offered the Fellowship, ultimately 25 offerees
were onboarded as Candidate Fellows. This is a much lower conversion rate of 68% than we
experienced in 2017. Of the 12 Offerees who declined, 4 were due to non-acceptance into UP
or UCT, while another 8 declined the opportunity due to the acceptance of other scholarship
opportunities or the intent to pursue an alternative profession to teaching.
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4. PROGRAMME

The Competency Framework provides the
alignment between:
• The selection process

Programme Design

T

he Programme has been strongly influenced by more than a decade’s experience from the Allan Gray Orbis Foundation
(AGOF). But in contrast it has been designed specifically around the Competency
Framework which identifies observable behaviours of successful performers, clearly
specifying both what they do, and how they
do it.

• The design of the Fellowship
Programme
• Evaluating performance.
The Framework comprises eight competencies that are then expanded through
specific behaviour descriptors at six levels
of increasing maturity and complexity reflecting the intended career pathways of
the Fellows.

Table 2: JGF Competency descriptions
Competency

Descriptor

Strategic
Outlook

The ability to consider issues in the short- and long-term; anticipates problems and
risks; identifies ways to manage risks; presents solutions with an eye on the future.

Change
Leadership

The ability to understand the environment and required change levers; demonstrates a willingness and determination to drive change; recognises that change
requires involvement of multiple stakeholders; considers practical mechanisms
needed to implement change initiatives.

Innovation

The ability to spot gaps and opportunities in education; able to question the status
quo; generates solutions that specifically consider the context of education.

Engagement
for Impact

The ability to engage different audiences in order to convey a message; uses different influencing techniques to create impact and drive message home; focuses
message on intent: persuasion, influence, inspiring, motivating, energizing others.

Engaging for
Collaboration

The ability to work with others; demonstrates high levels of interpersonal sensitivity and emotional maturity; recognises the power of building, maintaining and
leveraging network to achieve an outcome; recognises importance of collaborating
across a wide range of stakeholders.

Engaging for
Talent

The ability and desire for continuous learning; demonstrates a strong belief in the
potential of others; uses opportunities to develop, coach and empower others;
demonstrates high level of self-awareness; uses feedback to reflect and improve
on performance.

Shaping
Excellence

The ability to set, achieve and maintain high standards; focuses on quality and pays
attention to critical details; holds self and others accountable to exceptional performance standards; stays focused and work tenaciously to overcome obstacles
and meet/exceed objectives.

Shaping
Success

The ability to guide team success to goal attainment; focuses on planning and organising the work of self and others by sharing responsibility and formulating plans
for action including managing tasks, setting milestones, monitoring performance.
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Table 3: JGF Competency descriptors at increasing levels of complexity
Student Fellow

Emerging
Leader

Expert Teacher

Principal

Educational
Leader

Entrepreneur

Strategic
Outlook

Researches

Analyses and
evaluates

Masters
complexity

Strategic
perspective

Shapes future

Global
awareness

Change
Leadership

Understands
change

Adapts to
change

Identifies change Facilitates
levers
change

Leads change

Energises for
change

Innovation

Integrates and
adapts ideas of
others

Develops own
insights &
independent
opinion

Helps others
generate
breakthrough
ideas

Creates a
culture of
innovation

Formulates
an innovation
strategy

Develops
innovative
products /
services

Engaging for
Talent

Takes charge of
Develops self
own development

Develops
learners

Develops
teams

Develops
leaders

Develops
entrepreneurs

Engaging for
Impact

Interpersonal
skills

Intercultural
communication
skills

Motivation and
influencing skills

Conflict
resolution &
negotiation
skills

Engages hearts Expert sales
and minds
skills

Engaging for
Collaboration

Develops
networking skills

Establishes own
network

Builds influential
partnerships

Cultivates
networks &
partnerships

Implements
a high impact
partnering
strategy

Leverages
partnerships

Shaping
Excellence

Establishes
own personal
standards

Develops
mindset for
continuous
improvement

Sets standards
for excellence

Establishes
a culture of
continuous
improvement

Implements
global best
practice

Drives
operational
excellence

Shaping
Success

Accepts
Drives own
accountability for
performance
own performance

Manages learner
performance

Manages
Manages team
organisational
performance
performance

Drives business
growth

Year A Programme Summary

T

he Year A Programmatic activity concentrated strongly on Engaging for
Talent and Change Leadership as we (a)
nurtured young students to transition
from school to university and set them
up for academic success in a tertiary environment and (b) facilitate and understanding of change, specifically through
the Program Officer at Consultation
Sessions and the Reflective Tasks. There
was also considerable emphasis on
Engaging for Collaboration as a theme
for the mid-year JGF Summit.
The aim was to ignite a fire about teaching and education, develop a shared language to discuss teaching and learning
and initiate a strong sense of belonging
within the local JGF cohort at UCT and
UP respectively.

Specific outcomes:
Candidate Fellows will:
1. Adjust fully to university life and set realistic goals for their progress.
2. Develop appropriate learning skills to
achieve academic excellence.
3. Be grounded in their university environment, aware of, and able to access, relevant
resources.
4. Articulate their personal vision in alignment
with JGF.
5. Feel part of the JGF community.
6. Understand their Strengths Finder profile.
This is hard to measure and should it be
raised would be tricky to prove. I would
change it to “Aware of their strengths
through their Strengths Finder profile)
7. Develop specific Collaboration
competencies at Summit.
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The table below documents the engagement of Candidate Fellows with JGF over the course
of their first year on the Fellowship Programme.
Table 12: Jakes Gerwel Fellowship Programme – Year 1
Activity

Orientation Camp (3
days)

Reflective Task 1

Consultation Session 1

14

Timing

Purpose

January

Orientation Camp launches the Candidate Fellow’s (CF’s)
journey towards becoming a Jakes Gerwel Fellow. It
seeks to celebrate, inspire and fan the fire for teaching
and education.

March

Assist the CF in navigating the University environment
and understand the wide range of resources and
support services that are available on campus.

March

First touch-point for the CF. The Programme Officer
will use the time to establish expectations for future
Consultation Sessions, review the first Reflective Task
and identify any academic or psycho-social needs.

Activity

Timing

Purpose

GROUNDING: Back to
Basics

March

Back to Basics provides skills training to help CFs adapt
to and flourish in the university academic environment.

May

The Self Development Plan forms the road-map of the
CF’s personal, academic and professional development.

Consultation Session 2

May

Review Development Plan submission and identify specific academic needs prior to June examinations.

JGF Summit (5 days)

July

Held in conjunction with Global Teachers Institute, the
Summit allows for significant networking and competency development opportunities.

Brunch with the Dean

August

Meet the Dean of the Education Faculty familiarize themselves with the environment.

Reflective Task 3

August

Reflect on Strengths Finder report to better understand
their intrinsic motivations and encourage growth.

Consultation Session 3

August

Review mid-year exam results and process Reflective
Task 3.

Expert Teacher
Observation

September

The CF will observe a lesson and engage briefly with the
teacher in some reflection as a first-step on the mentoring journey.

Reflective Task 4

October

Reflective Task 4 directs CF to consider their personal
identity and develop a good understanding of their ‘authentic self’.

Consultation Session 4

October

Final academic check-in before end of year exams and
review of Reflective Task 4.

November

The year-end celebration is a community moment
where we look inwards and celebrate all that the CFs
have endured and achieved during the year.

Reflective Task 2
(Self-Development Plan)

Year-end Celebration
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Reflections from 2019

T

he Programme Team have generally been extremely pleased with the way in which the
activities were received by the Candidate Fellows as evidenced in the ERA report. Due
to calendar clashes and timing difficulties two of the planned activities didn’t take place as
anticipated and had to be rearranged for the start of 2019. The anticipated expert teacher
observation sessions ended up conflicting with school activities and students’ assessments
and these sessions were re-shaped to take place during Orientation Camp 2019. Earlier planning and greater consultation will ensure the observations and engagements will take place
as planned in 2019. The end-of-year celebrations were also postponed to Orientation Camp
and in 2019 will take place much earlier to ensure all can attend.
The experiences of our Programme Team have brought the crucial issue of student mental
health into sharp focus. Our experience during the year highlighted the many challenges
that students face from a psycho-social perspective and generally how inadequately they
are equipped to deal with these challenges. The area prompted a major emphasis on
Programmatic development for 2019.

Year B Programme Design

A

s our inaugural cohort completes their
first year on the Programme, emphasis
shifted toward the planning of the second
year, where the focus shifts to encouraging Candidate Fellows in developing their
authentic voice as young student teachers. A greater emphasis will be placed
on experiences of active teaching one-onone or, with small groups and more specific reflection on teaching and learning
environments.

Specific outcomes for the Year B
Programme:

The core curriculum will exist around the
standard activities and events introduced
in the first year. This will then be broadened through the Elective Programme,
providing Candidate Fellows with a strong
sense of agency in crafting their own personalised programmatic journey.

4. Provide tutoring/ extra lessons to
high school pupils.

I am dead keen
for us to be part
of the programme of
developing teachers.
We are in!
- Mr Tony Reeler,
Headmaster, Pretoria
Boys High School
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Candidate Fellows will:
1. Set specific goals in their self-development plan.
2. Develop further learning skills to
ensure academic excellence.
3. Participate in the JGF Wellness
Programme.

5. Actively participate in lessons with
expert teachers at partner schools.
6. Identify and action their profile
preference through electives.

Renewals summary

W

hilst our business model may have
an attrition rate of 10% built in, any
one of our Candidate Fellows leaving the
programme seems an unacceptable loss.
Of the 17 students that started the year,
16 were progressed (one with academic
support). A Candidate Fellow at UP moves
to become an Affiliate Candidate Fellow at
WITS. Another Candidate Fellow, studying
B.Sc. in Applied Mathematics at UP did not
achieve entrance to mid-year examinations
and was subsequently dismissed due to
poor performance. Our Programme Team
had identified some early risks associated to psycho-social issues, but such early
stage dismissal on academic grounds was
entirely unexpected. This experience has
changed our academic monitoring procedures and resulted in stronger contact with
university Faculty departments to ensure
academic flags are identified timeously.
In retrospect, Palesa was struggling with
health issues that we were not aware of and
didn’t identify, and in the end, these played

a significant role in her poor academic performance. She does have the opportunity
to re-enter the Programme following the
completion of a strong and successful academic year should she choose to re-apply.
Overall the Programme Team have been
delighted by the results of the inaugural cohort. Their combined average was
68% and with a total of 62 subject distinctions (averaging 4 per student) and there
were numerous examples of outstanding
success.

Being a teacher has always
appealed to me. However, in
the last few years, I had almost
forgotten about it. But after being
exposed to JGF, it reminded me of
what I can give back to South Africa.
JGF helped reinforce my passion for
people and gave me a better idea
of how teaching can positively
impact the lives of many.
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5. ORGANISATIONAL
Board of Directors

T

he inaugural Board of Directors meeting that took place on 27th August 2018. The entire
Jakes Gerwel Fellowship team were present at this first meeting alongside the four-person board comprising of Jonathan Jansen, Jane Hofmeyr, Vuysiwa Doo and Anthony Farr.
The Board is chaired by Jonathan Jansen. The Board were all in attendance in their personal
capacities for the inaugural Fellowship Orientation event in January in 2019. Three of the four
Board members also participated in the Jakes Gerwel Fellowship’s Candidate Fellow Selection
Camp at the end of September 2018.

Jonathan Jansen (Chairperson)
Former Vice Chancellor of the University of the Free State and Dean of
the University of Pretoria’s Education Department, Professor Jonathan
Jansen represents a strong national voice into our turbulent socio
– economic transition and particularly the role of education herein.
He has a PhD from Stanford and currently serves as a Professor at
Stellenbosch University. Jonathan’s wise counsel and ability to see
further than most makes for a tremendous contribution to JGF.

Vuyiswa Doo
Vuyiswa previously served as a member of the EXCO and Human
Resources Director for Allan Gray Orbis Foundation. She has held
several Board positions within the social entrepreneurship landscape
including serving with the South African Institute of Entrepreneurship
and Sasol Inzalo. Vuysiwa is passionate about people development
and we value her role supporting the growth our most important
assets – our staff and our beneficiaries.

Anthony Farr
Anthony was the Founding CEO of Allan Gray Orbis Foundation and
the CEO of Allan Gray Orbis Foundation Endowment. He is inspired
by the notion of a long-term leadership pipeline and the incredible
contribution that focused and committed people can bring to important causes like teaching and education. Anthony brings with him tremendous financial, management and leadership acumen from the
scholarship space while also contributing a Pan African vision through
his work as the inaugural CEO of the Allan and Gill Gray Philanthropy
(Africa).
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Jane Hofmeyr
Jane has a lifetime of in-depth educational experience to offer JGF.
She is a teacher by training and spent 15 years heading up ISASA
(Independent Schools Association of Southern Africa). Jane brings a
wealth of policy and research knowledge and has spent much time
working with teaching scholarship programmes and evaluating influential education initiatives in a personal capacity and through her work
with JET. Jane currently sits alongside Prof Jansen as a Board member
for the ADvTECH group.

Monitoring and Evaluation

A

ligned to AGOF, the JGF embraces a high impact, long-term pipeline as its mode of impact
but with the express intention of nurturing disruptive, high impact, expert teachers.
There are three distinct aspects to JGF’s Theory of Change. The core tenant is on finding
and supporting beneficiaries who have the propensity to become expert teachers. This is
underpinned by developing these individuals’ necessary subject matter expertise through
their degree studies as well as developing appropriate pedagogical content knowledge and
teaching skills to facilitate learning in the classroom.
JGF contracted Evaluation Research Agency (ERA) as our Monitoring and Evaluation Partner.
ERA is headed by the Prof Johann Mouton who is the Director of Stellenbosch University’s
Centre for Research on Science and Technology. Over the past year, ERA have met on five occasions with senior staff of the JGF. This included facilitating a workshop with JGF staff which
resulted in a first version of a high-level Theory of Change.
In the 2018 final M&E Report that was presented to the Board of Directors, ERA indicated
that the Jakes Gerwel Fellowship programme is both ambitious and complex as the expected
levels of outcome and impacts range from the individual student to an expected benefit to
the educational system. They noted that the impact of any complex intervention - such as
this - only manifests itself over a long period of time. This ultimate impact will also be the end
result of multiple short-term and medium-term outcomes that are expected to accumulate
to generate the high-level impact.
ERA’s early stage engagement with JGF is anticipated to provide high quality
analysis and objective
feedback to both the
Board and Management
in assisting us to chart a
course toward increasing
levels of impact.
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Human Resources

A

n initial team of four employees
allowed for tremendous early-stage
traction and rapid growth. This included Julian Hewitt (CEO), Jeremy Gibbon
(Programme Director), Carla Watson (UCT
Programme Officer) and Mpho Motloung
(UP Programme Officer).
In August 2018, Nkgopoleng Moloi joined
Jakes Gerwel Fellowship in the capacity
of Executive Assistant. Her role also includes a project management component
to assist in maintaining the Fellowship’s
growth trajectory. Nkgopoleng is a qualified Chartered Accountant with strong
social
entrepreneurship
experience.
Nkgopoleng interned with Jakes Gerwel
Fellowship for the first half of the year as
the inaugural World Knowledge Olympiad
project manager.
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At the end of 2018 and following an intensive selection process, an additional
Programme Officer position was offered to
Zolani Metu for commencement in January
2019. This position is Johannesburg-based
and will support the increasing Fellowship
cohort’s growth. Zolani holds a Social
Sciences Master’s Degree in Mental Health
Research from UCT. He is an Alumnus of
the South Africa Washington International
Program as well as a Mandela Rhodes
Scholar.

Carla Watson
Programme Officer

Julian Hewitt
Chief Executive Officer

Jeremy Gibbon
Programme Director

Mpho Motloung
Programme Officer

Nkgopoleng Moloi
Executive Assistant

Zolani Metu
Programme Officer

6. APPENDIX
Theory of Change
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